abstract: In this paper, we study dual focal curves in the Dual Lorentzian 3-space D 3 1 . We characterize dual focal curves in terms of their dual focal curvatures.
Introduction
The application of dual numbers to the lines of the 3-space is carried out by the principle of transference which has been formulated by Study and Kotelnikov. It allows a complete generalization of the mathematical expression for the spherical point geometry to the spatial line geometry by means of dual-number extension, i.e. replacing all ordinary quantities by the corresponding dual-number quantities.
In this paper, we study dual focal curves in the Dual Lorentzian 3-space D 3 1 . We characterize dual focal curves in terms of their focal curvatures.
Preliminaries
In the Euclidean 3-Space E 3 , lines combined with one of their two directions can be represented by unit dual vectors over the the ring of dual numbers. The important properties of real vector analysis are valid for the dual vectors. in which ϕ and ϕ * are, respectively, the projected angle and the shortest distance between the two lines.
By a dual numberx, we mean an ordered pair of the form (x, x * ) for all x, x * ∈ R. Let the set R × R be denoted as D. Two inner operations and an equality on D = {(x, x * ) : x, x * ∈ R} are defined as follows:
is called the addition in D.
(
is called the multiplication in D.
The set D of dual numbers is a commutative ring.
x andŷ are equal, and it is indicatedx =ŷ.
If the operations of addition, multiplication and equality on D = R × R with set of real numbers R are defined as above, the set D is called the dual numbers system and the element (x, x * ) of D is called a dual number. In a dual number x = (x, x * ) ∈ D, the real number x is called the real part ofx and the real number x * is called the dual part ofx. The dual number (1, 0) = 1 is called unit element of multiplication operation in D or real unit in D. The dual number (0, 1) is to be denoted with " in short, and the (0, 1) = ε is to be called dual unit. In accordance with the definition of the operation of multiplication, it can easily be seen that ε 2 = 0. Also, the dual numberx = (x, x * ) ∈ D can be written asx = x + εx * .
The set
is a module over the ring D.
The Euclidean inner product of dual vectorsφ andψ in D 3 is defined by
with the Euclidean inner product Ω and ϕ
where Ω= (Ω 1 , Ω 2 , Ω 3 ) and ϕ= (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 ) . D   3 79 Forφ = 0 ,the norm φ ofφ = ϕ + εϕ * is defined by
Characterizing Of Dual Focal Curves In
A dual vectorφ with norm 1 is called a dual unit vector. Letφ = ϕ + εϕ * ∈ D 3 . The set
is called the dual unit sphere with the centerÔ in D 3 .
Dual Focal of Curves Timelike Curves According To Dual Frenet
Denoting the dual focal curve by℘ we can writê
where the coefficientsq 1 ,q 2 are smooth functions of the parameter of the curveγ, called the first and second dual focal curvatures ofγ, respectively.
The formula (3.1) is separed into the real and dual part, we have 
3)
Proof: Assume thatγ is a unit speed dual curve and℘ its dual focal curve on D 3 1 . So, by differentiating of the formula (3.1), we get
Using above equation, the first 2 components vanish, we have Considering equations above system, we have
By means of obtained equations, we express (3.3) and (3.4) . This completes the proof. ✷ 
In the light of Theorem 3.1, we express the following corollary without proof: 
